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ABSTRACT 

 
Before there were computers there was security. One of the most important factors that have been used for 

identity authentication is a password. We have many fields that are very dependent on password use such 

as online financial services and system access such as user account and email access. Password disclosure 

is a security problem. It is always recommended that a password should be secure enough to prevent 

attacks; a password should have high entropy and a user must be persuaded to select a password that is 

difficult to compromise. Every institution has requirements for creating passwords and forces users to 

choose their passwords according to the requirements. In this paper a new approach has been taken to 

analyze system authentication performance by analyzing passwords and password creation requirements. 

Actual Shannon Entropy Principles of Information Theory is used as a base. In fact, based on the entropy 

which is a collection of criteria for measuring the strength of passwords, a method is developed to measure 

password strength using this principle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
User authentication is an essential property of a security system. This property is to verify a 

claimed identity. Even before computers, a password was an effective means to authenticate 

personal identity. Nowadays for computer systems, password-based authentication has been 

widely adopted to maintain system security. Also, with the growth of internet services, such as 

host accounts, email servers, e-commerce sites, and online financial services, the password has 

become very sensitive to disclosure. Computer systems have been under many attacks over the 

internet. One of these attacks is eavesdropping on network connections to get user names and 

passwords. Many users do not select strong password  as shown by the study conducted by Adam 

[9,13], and many users select their passwords depending on personal rules for password selection 

that lead to a weak or low entropy password. Passwords need to be easily remembered, so users 

often select short words or words found in a dictionary. Unfortunately, the entropy of easily 

memorial passwords seems insufficient for using online accounts. 

 

Another issue that has been found in real life is the choice of a single strong password that is used 

in many accounts. Now an attacker can steal this password from one account and use it to log into 

another account. So it is highly recommended for a user to use a number of different passwords 

just to be safe if one password is compromised. In addition, users will write their passwords down 

in insecure location, so anyone who steals this paper or file is able to access the users’ accounts.  
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Even if users store their password in a file using encryption utilities, a hacker can test each  

encrypted password against their dictionary of commonly used passwords [14]. 

 

Some methods have been proposed to explain the idea of entropy or the strength of passwords 

that should be high enough to decrease the probability of guessing passwords. Jeff Yan [2] used 

entropy to measure the strength of passwords for preventing low-entropy passwords by exploiting 

effective patterns. The experiment was conducted on 7-character passwords. In [9], Hossain and 

Kamala used a Fuzzy rules tool to measure the strength of a password. This tool helps to prevent 

dictionary, brute-force and shoulder surfing attacks. In addition, the 

ImpervaApplictionDefenseCenter (ADC) analyzed the strength of passwords that were released 

after a major password breach occurred in 2009 using NASA's standards [26]. 

 

In this paper, a new approach is proposed to classify passwords into high and low entropy by 

using more than 16 million of passwords that were released in December 2009 when a major 

password breach occurred. These passwords were extracted using SQL injection vulnerability 

[26]. These passwords are compared with many systems, e.g. banks and marketing. The entropy 

of system requirements is contrasted with the entropy of actual passwords. As a result of the 

project, users should be concerned in choosing their passwords and use one of the strong 

suggestions in this paper. In addition, systems can make changes in their requirements according 

to the results.  

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, some types of attacks, especially password 

attacks are briefly introduced. Second, some methods and advice are given to select a good 

password for defending against intrusion. Thirdly, some examples about requirements of some 

systems are given. Then, the meaning of entropy is defined and how users can calculate the 

entropy of passwords. Finally, the study on some systems with their requirements and a large 

number of passwords are applied and then the results have been analyzed. 

 

2. ATTACKS 
 

Internet attacks are increasing in frequency, severity and sophistication. It can be an active attack 

in which an attacker changes data or adds unauthorized data, or a passive attack in which data is 

monitored or recorded. There are many types of attacks like snooping, Denial-of-service, Man-in-

the-Middle and so on. One of these attacks is password guessing attacks. Password guessing 

attacks on a security protocol is one of many the types of attacks that an attacker easily guesses 

poorly chosen passwords (usually a low-entropy user password) and then tries to verify that guess 

using other information. Guessing attacks can be on-line or off-line. An attacker in the on-line 

guessing scheme tries to log in to the server using the name of the user and tries a different 

password each time until finding the correct one. In contrast, in the off-line guessing attack there 

is no interaction with the server, but it reveals the protocol transcript of a login session between a 

user and the server, and then all possible passwords are checked to determine the correct one 

[10,12]. 

 

Off-line guessing is very hard to defend. There are two types of guessing attacks, namely the 

dictionary attack and the brute force attack. The dictionary attack has been very effective, and it 

can quickly crack weak passwords [7]. The brute force attack often has to search the whole key 

space, which is commonly large and requires more significant computational power to cover 

thoroughly. Therefore, the dictionary attack has been considered a more practical threat than the 

brute force attack [15].  
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Another attack is the shoulder surfing attack. It is a technique use in crowded areas such as 

airplanes, internet cafes and computer labs. For example, the password ``qwertyuiop111'' is 

chosen from the first row of the keyboard with the addition of the repeated number one. This 

password is very easy to remember and from a shoulder surfing point of view it is not secure.  

 

3. GOOD PASSWORDS SELECTION 

 
Because passwords are the first field of defence against intrusion into a computer system to 

protect sensitive information, users need to choose a good one that has different criteria. A 

common suggestion from [4,16] is to use the initial letters of every words in a phrase, song or any 

sentences that can be remembered. This passphrase, e.g., ``I need a strong password that has good 

possibilities'' yields ``Inaspthgp''.  In other words, this method creates greater randomness and 

stronger defence against a dictionary attack. Also it leads to improved memorization. On the other 

hand, using this protocol the passphrase should not spell out a word in a dictionary [19,20,21]. 

There is another technique that uses a password question as a mnemonic service: remember the 

question, and the password is the answer [22].  

 

A good password should have upper and lower case letters, digits, and special characters should 

not be less than 8 characters in length, be a name or a word and it should also be easy to 

remember. A good password can be typed quickly, so someone else cannot look over a user's 

shoulder [4,5]. In addition, Craig Busse [4] suggests using passwords embedded with anagram of 

the site name; he suggests that a reader chooses his own strategy similar to the following item, but 

not the same: 

 

“E.g., take the first 2 letters of the URL (or user ID or hostname or 

whatever you are logging onto), in reverse order as the first two letters of 

the password and your own initials, again in reverse order, as the last two 

letters of the password. Insert digits 01234 ... as needed in the middle to 

satisfy any length requirements.” 

 
This approach seems to be more secure than using one password for all sites, but it does not deal 

with change requirements. Mike Lennon described some studies about how careless people are 

with their passwords on line [8]. He revealed that 75% of people use the same password in all 

their email accounts and social networking sites. Also, he found some other interesting studies. 

ADC analysis showed that 0.2% of Rockyou.com users have strong passwords after evaluating 

the passwords against two of NASA's recommendations [26]. 

 

In addition, there are some suggestions about choosing a good password. Some of these 

suggestions are [8]: 

 

• Make your passwords unique (incorporate numbers, letters and special characters). 

• Use one password for one site especially for online banking accounts. 

• Never share any password with anyone because you don't know how it will be used. So, 

change your password if somebody knows it. 

• Changing passwords many times leads to confusion; a user cannot remember which 

password is used to which site. So, it is recommended that changing passwords should be 

done periodically. e.g. Change it every year. 

• Say no when browsers like Firefox and Internet Explorer offer to save your passwords 

because Trojans, which are the most distributed password stealing viruses know where 

and how to steal that information. 
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Khald and Hanan proposed a scheme named noisy password [11]. A noisy password is a 

password that contains the actual password embedded in it. It cannot be applied directly but 

instead software extracts the actual password from it and generates the password which is 

submitted to the server for authentication. This scheme is used for alleviating the problem of 

shoulder surfing. Various studies [18,19] established some rules and policies for password 

selection to produce a more secure password. 

 

4. REQUIREMENTS OF SOME SYSTEMS 
 

Before creating a password, users have to know that there are many sites that use passwords. 

These sites can be splited into categories. For example, social networking sites, email accounts, 

banking and so on. In each category, you have to create a password that is suitable in that context. 

A lot of systems force users to select passwords according to their requirements. In table1, it can 

be seen that some of the systems have been used in this project have specific requirements. For 

example, some requirements specify minimum and maximum length with some special characters 

and upper and lower case. A recent experiment [16] suggested password protection be 

approached in two ways: proactive password checking and guided password selection. Proactive 

password checking is used to determine whether a created password is good enough or not [2]. 

Guided password selection is to give users different kinds of advices in selecting passwords or 

can be instructed to choose mnemonic phrase based passwords. Also, passwords are rejected if 

they are not good enough. Many online measurement tools are provided to test passwords. For 

example, Google has a password strength meter to check a created password.  

 

 
Table 1.Some Requirements of Some Systems 

 

Systems have different rules for constructing passwords. Some of them prohibit passwords that 

have a colon (:), a single quote ('), or repeated character, and some use lockouts to prevent 

password discovery through brute-force. In this technique, after a specific number of unsuccessful 

attempts, the system will lock up an account with no further access.Then, a user has to re-enable 

the account by contacting the system administrator. Introducing delay between these attempts is 

another technique has been used to foil guessing passwords. Rubin combined delay techniques 

with the lockout technique for more security [6]. 
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A lot of research has been done to protect passwords.  For example, some authors made a strong 

password management because many users fail to take sufficient steps for protecting their 

passwords. The Authors used a strengthened cryptographic hash function to calculate secure 

passwords for many accounts with requiring a user to remember one short password [1].  Zviran 

and Haga  [17] state there is “... a need to look at the effectiveness of educational efforts to raise 

the security consciousness of system users”. In addition, organizations should have a set of 

guidelines for selecting and implementing user-selected passwords and mechanisms that monitor 

their implementation. 

 

There are some recommendations listed in [26] guide systems for helping users to choose 

passwords, such as: using HTTPS on login, digesting a password before storing to database, using 

a password change policy, not keeping passwords in clear text, employing anti-brute mechanisms 

to detect attacks by making these attacks very slow, and enforcing strong policy because users 

would create weak passwords. 

 

5. ENTROPY 
 

Entropy is the strength of a password and how difficult it is to guess. The entropy of a password 

can be increased by increasing the size of the password and of using different character sets. 

Claude Shannon was the first mathematician who used the term entropy in information theory. 

 

5.1. Definition of Entropy 

 
The entropy H of a discrete random variable X with possible values x1 … xnis 

 

 

 

Here E is the expected value, and I is the information content of X. 

To calculate the rateR of a language that  contains L characters, equation 2 is used. 

 

  

 

In addition, by using Shannon estimation, the entropy of n a character set can be calculated as 

[25]: 

 

  

 

WhereX Character set or Symbol set as shown in Table 2. This equation shows the entropy is a 

summation of the probabilities of each character. Salem in [9] claims that equation (2) produces 

the same result as Shannon's estimation [25]. 

 

The strength of a password is a gathering of length, difficulty and randomness. The following 

equation is used to measure the strength by computing the information entropy which is given by 

the formula: 

 

  

 

 

Where EPW is the entropy of a password and is measured in bits. Also, N is the number of 

symbols in the password. For example: if a password has 8 alphabetical characters only, the 

���� = ������	(1) 

 


 = log� � (2) 

� = − ∑ ���� log� ����� ���                                             (3) 

��� = � ∗ 
 = � ���� �
����                                                          (4) 
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entropy will be 8 * log 26 = 8 * 4.7 = 37.6 bits. Table 2 has a list of entropy per symbol for 

different symbol or character sets. 

 

5.2. Strong Entropy of a Password 
 

Table 2 illustrates that a password that contains some of the characters A-Z, a-z, 0-9, and the 32 

“special” characters and punctuation will have an entropy of (6.555)L bits.  

 

 
 

Table 2.Entropy per Symbol for Different Symbol Sets 

 

In Figure 1, a user can notice that the entropy can be increased by using different character sets 

and by increasing the size of the password [9]. Conversely, a password that only uses 62 

characters (namely those members of the set A-Z, a-z, and 0-9) will have an entropy of (5.954) L 

bits from Table 2 which is very good. These calculations assume that there is no repeated 

character. For example: if we have the password ``password5'', chosen from 62 character set, the 

entropy will be H=54 bits. However, if an attacker knows that there are two repeated characters in 

this password, the entropy will be reduced to H=48 bits, now the strength of the entropy is 

decreased. Also, if the attacker knows that this password consists of lowercase letters with the 

value 0-9, the entropy will be H=42 bits. Another example is if the password “fW4*kfR” is 

chosen from 94 character set, the entropy will be very strong H=59 bits. However, if there are two 

repeated characters, the entropy will drop to H=53 bits. So now there are  two categories of 

entropy: low entropy passwords which are insecure and a user can remember easily  versus high 

entropy passwords which are very secure and a user can remember  [23,24]. 

 
Figure 1.Entropy of Different Character Sets [9] 
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6. THE WORK 
 

In this paper, providing a source of how a password should be selected in such away is aimed to 

be strong, thus enhancing systems security. This study involves some real-life examples; first a 

list of real passwords (for research purposes), which are more than 16 million passwords, have 

been gotten. Some institutions where each institution has its own password creation discipline are 

selected. We have some systems with the requirements. These requirements include the length of 

a password (minimum and maximum letters), alphanumerical or numerical type, special 

characters, letters and numbers or may be not have any special character, letter or number, and 

some other requirements like secret questions. 

 

In Table 1, some of these systems are used in this project. For example: a password in the 

American Express bank has six to eight characters length and has at least one letter and one 

number. Also in the special characters field, there is the sign not available (N/A)which means that 

this password may have special characters or not. In addition, this system has other requirements 

which is a password should not be the user ID or the last password created. 

 

Based on these two lists, some calculations have been made. These are:  

 

• Each password from the password file is checked and then the number of letters (upper 

and lowercase), numbers and special characters is computed. 

• The number of passwords that fit to the requirement of each system is calculated. 

• Calculate the entropy of each password by applying Equation (4). 

For example: if a password has upper and lowercase letters , numbers and special 

characters, the N value will be 26+26+10+33 = 95. The entropy will be: 

pw  length * log2 (95). 

• Then, the summation of the entropy of all the passwords in each system that we have is 

calculated. 

• Compute the average of the entropy of each system. 

• Based on the list of the systems with the requirements, the minimum and the maximum of 

the entropy have been calculated. 
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Table 3.Systems with their results 

 

7. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Several calculations are done on some systems' requirements to get the entropy of each system. 

Table 3has the results of some systems. It can be seen from this table the systems that have strong 

and securedrequirements to create passwords have very high entropy. Other systems have simple 

requirements and other have not. These systems are shown clearly in Figure 2 which includes 

banking, storing, investment, phone, gaming, marketing and informational systems. This figure 

shows the minimum, maximum and the average of entropy that is between the minimum and 

maximum number of passwords that fit to the requirements of the systems. It was very clear to 

recognize the differences between the entropy of these systems based on their requirements. In 

addition, Figure 3 shows three of the systems (Bank of America, JCPenny and IKea) are chosen 

to compare their requirements. Bank of America has very secured requirements that users should 

follow. Also, in Figure 4, the average of entropy is compared among Bank of America, JCPenny 

and Ikea which have different requirements and are different type of systems. Finally, in Figure 5, 

the number of passwords that fit the requirements of the systems is shown.  
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Password is one of the most important factors that have been used for identity authentication. It is 

always recommended that a password should be secure enough to prevent attacks. PasswordS 

should have high entropy and a user must be persuaded to select a password that is difficult to be 

compromised. Users choose their passwords according to the requirements of the systems. In this 

paper a new approach has beendeveloped toanalyze the strength of passwordsand also to analyze 

the password creation requirements by using Shannon Entropy Principles of Information 

Theory.This paper is considered to be a guideline because a secure password can be chosen 

according to the requirements that have highest entropy.  

 
 

Figure 2.The Minimum, Maximum of Entropy between Systems 

 

 
Figure 3.The min, max and the ave of Entropy between Three Systems 
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Figure 4.The Average of Entropy between Three Systems 

 

 
 

Figure 5.The Number of Passwords Matching the Systems' Requirements 
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